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1. She __ pretended it wasn’t there 

But I saw it break her stare 

as I was mesmerized by her hair 

A subtle glance that broke my trance . . .  

She __ right there made me come undone   

Her glow in a crowd like the sun 

standing out __ the only one, 

stunning beauty no one else could  see. 

REFRAIN: A sudden glance is all I needed                                                                                                        

A sign that would not go unheeded                                                                                   

Captivated all my senses,                                                                                                    

melted away my best defenses.                                                                                                    

I know I must pursue this dream                                                                                                    

I knew it more than anything                                                                                                     
__ oh, what could a mere subtle glance bring ? 

2. Oh, what sensations inspired by her ! 

Ineffable feelings astir,  

the sound of her voice in a whisper 

in my mind I knelt and kissed her. 

Then, she glanced my way again  

I could barely maintain, when 

her sudden smile a little hidden 

sent a rush through my body unbidden ! 

 

 [INSTRUMENTAL]       

 [REPEAT REFRAIN] 

                   

3. Drive me wild ! __ I thought I heard her sigh   

Few emotions make me so high 

as from a woman’s sensuous moan 
__ Could I ever again sleep alone ? 

Captivated, I knew right then and there 

if I didn’t act on this dare 

I’d be haunted night and day  

by a dream come true I let slip away.    

 

 [SHORT INSTRUMENTAL TURNAROUND] 

TAGS: __ So I returned the subtle glance . . .                                                                                           
__ I was not going to lose this only chance . . .                                                                        
__ A shy smile I gave returned in kind . . .                                                                              
__ She overwhelmed me, blew my mind . . . *                                                                                    
__ I never thought . . .                                                Written: March 2-16, 2014  [L, G, M]                                               

X        x____________________________ _                                                   

X [END]       * Fades to inaudible right here 
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